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STARTING SALARIES POLICY (Non-Medical)
1 PURPOSE OF THE POLICY
Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust (the Trust) recognises the importance of rewarding
staff in a fair, transparent and consistent manner. This policy has been introduced to ensure
that a consistent approach is adopted to newly appointed staff, and staff moving internally
within the Trust, to ensure that relevant equivalent knowledge and skills (both NHS and non
NHS) is acknowledged and treated the same.
Agenda for Change provides 9 pay bands with pay points. Pay progression for existing staff is
documented in Section 6 of the Agenda for Change Terms and Conditions Handbook.
The aim of the policy is to provide guidance to managers to ensure that there is a consistent
approach to the starting salary offered to new starters and staff moving internally within the
Trust.

2 PRINCIPLES

3 DUTIES

The Policy applies to all new employees, or existing staff
who change roles, whether permanent or on a fixed term
contract (except for Trust Bank workers, Medical staff and
Directors), employed on Agenda for Change terms and
conditions.

All
employees
are
responsible for complying
with this Trust policy and
procedure and raising any
concerns they may have in
a timely manner.

This Policy has been jointly agreed by Management
and Trade Unions in Partnership and in accordance with
the NHS Agenda for Change Terms and Conditions.

4 PROCEDURE

5 CONTACT

The policy details the starting salary arrangements for: new starters joining from outside the Trust, with or without
previous NHS Service
 existing staff moving internally
 pay progression arrangements
 considering previous reckonable service
 determining ‘highly relevant’ roles in non NHS
organisations that may be taken into account when
calculating starting salaries

If you still have questions,
Contact the Recruitment Team
recruitment@sussexpartnership.nhs.uk

or
Contact your HR advisors or
Business partners.

